Genetics in Medicine Social Media Policy and Code of Conduct
Information Provided by Genetics in Medicine
Genetics in Medicine’s (GIM), the official journal of the American College of Medical Genetics
and Genomics (ACMG), social media channels were created to provide our members and other
interested parties with information in order to build visibility and awareness of GIM and its
programs, products and positions. Although GIM tries to ensure the accuracy and reliability of
information presented by or on our behalf on these channels, it does not guarantee the
accuracy, completeness, efficacy or timeliness of such information, and therefore, makes no
representation or warranty regarding such information.

Information Provided by Other Users
The GIM social media channels were not created to allow other organizations or companies to
advertise products for commercial gain. GIM does not endorse, guarantee, warrant, or
recommend any products or services discussed or advertised on its social media channels.
Reliance on any information appearing on these channels is solely at your own risk.
Any content and/or opinions posted by a third party, including all materials, articles, hyperlinks,
documents, spreadsheets, presentations, images, individual user profiles, comments, opinions,
or other dialogue, any other content or opinions in any form and responses to questions
(hereinafter "User-Posted Content") are solely the opinions and responsibility of the person or
entity posting them and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the GIM. GIM makes no
representation or warranty regarding User-Posted Content that is posted on its social
media channels. GIM expressly disclaims any and all liability related to such posts. By
using the social media channels, you agree to hold GIM harmless from any and all claims
arising out of User-Posted Content.

Frequent off-topic posts by the same individual or organization, or posts that are blatantly
designed to generate commercial gain rather than discussion, may be deleted at the sole
discretion of the GIM platform administrators. GIM does not condone uncivil dialogue on its
social media channels including but not limited to bullying, threatening language, intimidation,
profanity, obscenity, spamming, ethnic slurs or personal attacks. By using the GIM social
media channels, you agree not to post any such uncivil dialogue. GIM may, but does not
accept any responsibility to, monitor or delete posts or take other steps to ensure that
the dialogue on its social medical channels conforms to this policy. GIM will be the sole
judge of what is appropriate for this purpose.

